
 

 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Hawera Harness Racing Club Date: Monday 21st April 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow 
Stewards: L Tidmarsh (Chairman); R Neal and B Jones 
Typist: R Simons 

 
GENERAL:  

NIL 

 
SUPPLEMENTARY:  

NIL 

 
SUMMARY: 

Swabbing:   DEAD CAT BOUNCE, CONCORD LASS, P TOMADO, DASHING DANE, 
BRYDON DELIGHT, NO LIABILITY, SHESTHEREALDEAL, BECKINSALE, 
CHILLYSJUSTASTRUTTER 

Protests: Race  3 P TOMADO – Striking Pylons  –  Dismissed 

Suspensions: Race  NIL 

Fines: Race  5 D Ferguson (HANOVER COURAGE) – Excessive Use of Whip – Admitted-
Fined $200.00 

Warnings: Race  2 
3 
4 
 
6 

LOTTA BETS – Warned Racing Manners 
NOT SO FAST – Warned Racing Performance 
BRANCH RICKEY – Stood down 28 days & Trial – Racing Manners 
Unsatisfactory 
BIM BOM BAY – Stood down 14 days – Racing Manners Unsatisfactory 

Bleeders: Race 4 RIMUTOTO PRINCE – Subject to a 30 day stand down including 
Veterinary Certificate of fitness prior to resuming 

Horse Actions: Race   NIL 

Medical Certificates:   NIL 

Rider/Driver 
Changes: 

Race   NIL 

Late Scratchings:   NIL 

Scratching 
Penalties: 

  Stood Down until 1st May 2014 Inclusive (10 Days): 
SIGNIFICANT ANVIL, PLATINUM POKER, GET HOLME TYRONE, CULLIES 
DELIGHT, TIJUANA BROMAC & CHOKULLEN 

   Stood Down until 19th May 2014 Inclusive (28 Days): 
CASSIDY PAIGE 



 

 

   Exceptional Circumstances: 
MISTER DANN, MACHIE MACH, LEROY BROGDEN & HOWZAT 

  

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 COMPLETELY WIRED HANDICAP TROT 

BEST BONES shifted out as the tapes were released checking SEA SPRAY CRACKER which broke for several 
strides. 
CONSENTUAL tangled briefly at the start. 
GOLDEN AGE broke approaching the 1900 metres.   
AUSSIE JACK broke passing the 1800 metres and again approaching the crossing near the 1600 metres 
settling at the rear of the field, breaking on several occasions thereafter. 
SEA SPRAY CRACKER broke near the 800 metres and lost ground. 
TWO WISHES was held up rounding the final bend and over the early stages of the home straight until near 
the 250 metres. 
Driver Z Butcher was spoken to advisedly and cautioned with regard to his use of the whip after the 
finishing line. 

Race 2 MOLLER JOHNSON MOBILE PACE 

SHEZA BRIGHT STAR broke passing the 1800 metres, settling quickly. 
WONDER ANVIL when four back on the marker line, commenced to hang out rounding the bend and near 
the 1250 metres, dictating SHEZA BRIGHT STAR wider for a short distance. 
LOTTA BETS broke when leading near the 1200 metres, running wide and losing ground. 
WONDER ANVIL broke and hung outwards near the 800 metres contacting the sulky wheel of SHEZA 
BRIGHT STAR. WONDER ANVIL continued in its break and hung outwards making contact with LADY 
MARIA. 
LOTTA BETS broke when leading passing the 600 metres, effectively losing all chance. Connections were 
advised that a warning would be placed against this filly’s racing manners. 
LADY MARIA paced roughly rounding the final bend. 

Race 3 BRIAN FLEMING MEMORIAL MOBILE PACE 

OUR WICKLOW raced greenly over the early stages inconvenience HYBRID, LITTLE MASTER and ACES 
FELLA. 
NOT SO FAST when racing three wide hung outwards rounding the bend near the 1700 metres. 
NOT SO FAST commenced to give ground passing the 600 metres and was distanced at the finish. 
Connections were advised that a warning would be placed against the gelding’s racing performance.  
P TOMADO raced inside track markers rounding the final turn. 
TRAVELLING MAN was held up early in the final straight and had to be angled wider passing the 150 metres 
to obtain clear running. 
Following the event Stewards lodged a protest against first place being awarded to P TOMADO (N Chilcott) 
alleging that the gelding had gained an advantage after racing inside pylons for a period rounding the final 
bend. After hearing evidence and viewing available video footage the Judicial Committee dismissed the 
protest.  
An inquiry was opened and adjourned into the manner in which N Chilcott drove at this stage of the race. 

Race 4 JEFF YOUNG MOBILE PACE 

WAINGARO EMPEROR broke over the early stages of the score up and as a result was out of position at the 
start. 
BRANCH RICKEY when improving to lead near the 1600 metres balked and shifted out abruptly, breaking 
and effectively losing all chance.  Connections were advised that BRANCH RICKEY would be stood down 



 

 

from racing for 28 days and is required to trial to the satisfaction of Stewards prior to resuming. 
RIMUTOTO PRINCE commenced to give ground passing the 1200 metres being distant at the finish. 
Stewards ordered a post-race Veterinary examination of RIMUTOTO PRINCE which revealed that the 
gelding had bled. RIMUTOTO PRINCE is now subject to a 30 day stand down and production of a Veterinary 
Certificate declaring fitness prior to resuming. 
STARRY DELIGHT had difficulty obtaining clear running over the early stages of the run home. 
KATE CATERINA was held up passing the 200 metres and shifted inward shortly after to obtain clear 
running. 

Race 5 MURRAY BROS/RD 1 LIVESTOCK MOBILE PACE 

HANOVER COURAGE broke in the score up. 
ASHLEY H broke momentarily when negotiating the crossing near the 1600 metres. 
JC JOCK commenced to give ground passing the 700 metres and was distanced at the finish.   
ROYAL KISS was briefly held up entering the home straight. 
The authorisation of payments was withheld until Driver N Chilcott confirmed that her chances had not 
been affected by HANOVER COURAGE which broke during the score up. 
Junior Driver D Ferguson admitted a breach of Rule 869(2)(a) in that he used his whip excessively in the final 
straight.  The JCA imposed a fine of $200.00. 

Race 6 CLEGGS FUNERAL SERVICES HANDICAP TROT 

TOMMIRAY broke at the start and as a result lost considerable ground (30 metres). 
BIM BOM BAY broke shortly after the start and was eventually pulled up by Driver K More. Connections 
were advised that BIM BOM BAY would be stood down for its unsatisfactory performance for 14 days. 
OUR SUPER RAM went off stride and broke shortly after the start losing ground and settling toward the rear 
of the field. 
SUNSHIELD was inclined to hang inwards rounding the first bend. 
ELLA’S SPEED commenced to give ground passing the 800 metres and struck several pylons. 

Race 7 FARMLANDS TARANAKI MOBILE PACE 

ART I SPECIAL was caught four wide over the early stages. 
COUGAR BROMAC tangled briefly by the 1250 metres. 
EARTHBOUND, dipped in bad going near the 700 metres and broke which resulted in the trailing ART I 
SPECIAL being checked and shifting out when being restrained, resultantly ART I SPECIAL  locked sulky stays 
with HANDLEBAR HANK.  Also inconvenienced were HALSTON BROMAC, V C DELL and GWENDENE. 
EARTHBOUND, when continuing in a break, locked sulky stays with HALSTON BROMAC.  
GAMBLERS DELIGHT was briefly held up entering the home straight. 

Race 8 IAN DOBSON MOBILE PACE 

STORMY BREEZE was obliged to race three wide over the early stages prior to improving to lead near the 
1700 metres. 
SHORTYS DESIRE and ALTA TALLYHO locked sulky stays for a short distance near the 1700 metres. 
WINSTONE P was held up rounding the final bend and had to angle inward near the 250 metres to obtain 
clear running. Shortly after WINSTONE P struck a marker peg. 
MARY ANASTASIA was held up over the early stages of the final straight until near the 150 metres. 
MACH’S GEM broke passing the 100 metres losing its chance 
When questioned regarding the performance of HEART OF JESSIE Junior Horseman M Anderson advised 
Stewards that in his opinion the mare had failed to back up from racing on the first day and was 
disappointing. 

Race 9 REVITAL FERTILISERS NORTH ISLAND COUNTRY CUP FINAL 

RANDALSTOWN tangled briefly at the start and lost ground. 
BECKINSALE broke briefly at the start. 



 

 

WHO DARES WINS hung out rounding the final bend early in the final straight. 
THREE JEWELS failed to obtain clear racing room throughout the final straight going to the line untested.  

Race 10 FURLONG MOTEL MOBILE PACE 

No claims were lodged for JONNY WILKINSON. 
RYKAARD paced roughly during the score up. 
When questioned regarding the performance of RYKAARD, Driver S Phelan was of the opinion that the 
gelding had failed to back up from racing on the first day. 

 


